
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

DAVID OLABAYO OLANIYI,  )
 )

Plaintiff,  )
 )        

v.  )  Civil Action Nos. 05-455 RBW 
 )           06-2165 RBW

  )
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, et al.,  )  

 )
 )

               Defendants.     )
                              )

UNITED STATES’ MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendant United States of America respectfully moves the Court, pursuant to Rule 56 of

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, for summary judgment on Plaintiff’s claims of false

imprisonment, false arrest, and intentional infliction of emotional distress brought under the

Federal Tort Claims Act (“FTCA”) because there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact

and defendant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.   In support of this motion, Defendant

submits the supporting memorandum of points and authorities and exhibits thereto, Local Rule

7(h) statement of material facts not in dispute, and a proposed order.

Date:  January 24, 2012 Respectfully submitted,
RONALD C. MACHEN JR., DC Bar #447889
United States Attorney
for the District of Columbia

RUDOLPH CONTRERAS, DC Bar #434122
Chief, Civil Division

 By:                                 /s/
JOSH C. HILDRETH
Special Assistant United States Attorney
W. MARK NEBEKER, DC Bar #396739     
Assistant United States Attorney
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  In the alternative, Defendant requests the Court deem Defendant’s Requests for Admissions to the1

Plaintiff admitted.  See Ex. 8 (Defendant’s Requests for Admissions).  
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
UNITED STATES’ MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Pursuant to Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendant United States of

America (“Defendant”), respectfully moves the Court for summary judgment on Plaintiff David

Olabayo Olaniyi’s (“Plaintiff”) claims of false arrest, false imprisonment, and intentional

infliction of emotional distress.  Plaintiff brings this action pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims

Act (“FTCA”).  Defendant respectfully moves for summary judgment on Plaintiff’s claims on

the grounds that the depositions of the witnesses, the interrogatory responses by Plaintiff, and

video and audio recordings of the incident establish that, there are no issues of material fact and

Defendant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.   1

This is a straightforward case involving an 18 minute traffic incident, characterized by

Plaintiff as a traffic stop.  Regardless of either party’s characterization of the events, United

States Capitol Police (“USCP”) had a legitimate reason to stop Plaintiff’s vehicle on January 20,

2004.  There is no dispute that Plaintiff drove a vehicle with a partially obscured license plate

within direct vicinity of the United States Capitol Building on the date of the State of the Union
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address.  USCP processed Plaintiff in a reasonable and expeditious manner according to

established and appropriate procedure, running a check on his license, performing a perfunctory

search for explosives, and ultimately sending Plaintiff off with a handshake and verbal warning. 

Accordingly, this Court should grant summary judgment in favor of the Defendant. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS

A. January 20, 2004 Incident

On January 20, 2004, Plaintiff, a resident of Iowa, traveled with his family to

Washington, D.C. in a white GMC Savannah van.  See Ex. 2 (Reena Patel Olaniyi Deposition) at

13-14, 30:18-20; see generally Ex. 7 (Olaniyi Videotape).  During the course of the cross

country trip, Plaintiff’s van accumulated caked on layers of dirt, grime, and associated debris

from driving through the snow and associated debris.  See generally Ex. 7.  A reasonable

observer would characterize the van as dirty.  See Ex. 1 (David Olabayo Olaniyi Deposition) at

88:20-23; Ex. 3 (Joseph DePalma Deposition) at 63:15-22.

The van’s condition obstructed any outside observers from clearly seeing its interior.  See

Ex. 4 (Baboulis [Gissubel] Deposition) at 26:12-22.  In addition to the dirt obscuring the

windows, the windows themselves were tinted a dark shade.  See Ex. 1 at 71:18-22; see

generally Ex. 7.  Additionally, the license plate attached to Plaintiff’s van was covered with

accumulated dirt and grime as well, partially obscuring the plate.  See Ex. 1 at 88-89; Ex. 2 at

93:13-19; Ex. 3 at 63:15-22.

January 20, 2004, the date of Plaintiff’s visit to D.C., happened to coincide with

President Bush’s 2004 State of the Union Address.  See Ex. 3 at 59:4-18, 105:10-11; Ex. 4 at

24:1-11.  Because of the heightened security of the high-profile event, USCP were on high alert
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  Gissubel was the Sergeant’s surname in January 2004.   Ex. 4 at 12-15.  She has since changed2

her name to Jessica Baboulis.  Ex. 4 at 6:4-6.  For purposes of this Motion, Defendant shall refer to her as

“Gissubel.”
3

 Officer Gissubel recalls that Plaintiff’s vehicle was already stopped, parked in an illegal parking

spot in front of Capitol Police headquarters.  As this fact is disputed, Defendant is not asking the court to

consider the actual stop, but instead to evaluate whether Capitol Police would have had a legitimate

reason to stop a vehicle in similar circumstances.

3

and fully staffed.  See Ex. 3 at 59:4-18, 105:13-19.  On that date, Plaintiff’s van stopped in front

of USCP headquarters.  See Ex. 2 at 104:3-14, Ex. 4 at 24:1-11. USCP headquarters is located

directly adjacent to the United States Capitol, where the President was scheduled to deliver his

State of the Union Address.  See Ex. 4 at 23-24:1-11.

Sergeant Jessica Gissubel  was the first USCP officer to approach the vehicle.  See Ex. 22

at 31:4-12; Ex. 3 at 58:16-22.   At that time, Sgt. Gissubel served as the USCP public3

information officer.  Ex. 3 at 58:16-22, 128:16-22.  As the public information officer, she was

not a patrol officer and did not routinely conduct traffic stops or arrests.  See Ex. 3 at 128:16-22;

Ex. 4 at 29:3-7.  At approximately 2:21 P.M., Sgt. Gissubel broadcast over USCP radio

bandwidth “hold me out[, t]here’s a van at GMC in front of headquarters.”  Ex. 4 at 76:10-11

quoting Ex. 6 (1/20/04 USCP Radio Run Recording).  The phrase “hold me out” advised the

police dispatcher that Sgt. Gissubel was about to approach a civilian.  Ex. 4 at 76:14-19.  Sgt.

Gissubel specifically recalls not being able to read the license plate on Plaintiff’s van when she

initially saw it.  See Ex. 4 at 24:1-11, 28:3-13.

When Sgt. Gissubel approached the vehicle, Plaintiff requested to speak to Detective

Joseph DePalma.  See Ex. 1 at 65: 12-25, Ex. 4 at 30:2-7.  Because of the Plaintiff’s request, Sgt.

Gissubel then called Det. DePalma, advising him of the vehicle in front of USCP headquarters

and requested his presence on the scene.  See Ex. 3 at 58:4-11, 59:4-18; Ex. 4 at 109:16-22. 

Based on her observation of the vehicle, its proximity to the Capitol, and the heightened security
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surrounding the State of the Union Address, Sgt. Gissubel radioed headquarters and requested a

canine unit and the hazardous device unit “to check out this vehicle.”  Ex. 4 at 81:17-20 quoting

Ex. 6.

At the time Det. DePalma arrived on scene, the canine unit was already there ready to

perform a search.  See Ex. 3 at 62:5-10.  Detective DePalma arrived on the scene shortly

thereafter.  See Ex. 3 at 62:2-20.   He spoke to Plaintiff and requested that he exit his vehicle.  Id. 

Plaintiff complied and conversed with Det. DePalma.  Id.; see also Ex. 7.   

Although the details of the canine search are disputed, it is not disputed that a canine unit

searched the vehicle. See Ex. 1 at 66:23-25.  Plaintiff concedes that the police dog did not growl

at or bite any member of his family.  See Ex. 1 at 68:15-25; see also Ex. 2 at 49-50.  Moreover, it

is not in dispute that the dog’s search did not damage Plaintiff’s vehicle in any matter.  See Ex. 1

at 71:3-4.

Following the canine search of the vehicle, Ms. Patel, Plaintiff’s wife, began recording a

video of the events that transpired in front of USCP headquarters.  See Ex. 2 at 16:11-19; see

also Ex. 1 at 18-19.  On the video recording, Det. DePalma audibly tells Plaintiff that his license

plate was dirty, obscuring an officer’s ability to read it.  Ex. 7; see Ex. 1 at 88:5-6; Ex. 2 at 88:7-

12.  Det. DePalma then advised Plaintiff that he was likely to be pulled over again if his vehicle

remained in the same condition.  See Ex. 7.   

Following the advice given by the USCP, Plaintiff cleaned his partially obscured license

plate with a rag while Det. DePalma observed.  See Ex. 7; see also Ex. 1 at 88:1-8; Ex. 2 at 93:2-

5.  This is recorded in the video recording by the Plaintiff’s wife who audibly describes on that

video Plaintiff’s actions as cleaning the license plate.  Ex. 7; see Ex. 1 at 98-99.  
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Following completion of a routine background check for outstanding warrants, USCP

returned Plaintiff’s driver’s license to him and sent him on his way. See Ex. 4 at 10:18. USCP

did not issue Plaintiff a citation for the incident, nor did they seize any of Plaintiff’s property. 

See Ex. 2 at 60:2-7; Ex. 4 at 38:10-18.  During the course of the events at issue, no USCP officer

threatened Plaintiff.  See Ex. 1 at 87:18-20.  Nor did they raise their voice at Plaintiff or his

family.  See Ex. 2 at 44:7-10.  No police officer brandished or raised a weapon towards plaintiff

or his family on this date.  See Ex. 2 at 46:2-8.  Moreover, at no point on January 20, 2004, did

any USCP officer physically restrain Plaintiff or his family during the incident.  See Ex. 2 at

53:11-17.

As Plaintiff was leaving the scene of the incident, Sgt. Gissubel issued Plaintiff a verbal

warning that he was parked illegally.  Ex. 7; see Ex. 4 at 38:10-18; see also Ex. 1 at 99:3-7. 

Plaintiff then left the scene at 2:37 P.M. See Ex. 1 at 101:3-20.  Plaintiff’s video confirms the

time recorded in the USCP radio run.  Compare Ex. 6 and Ex. 7.  The total duration of the

incident was approximately 18 minutes.  See Ex. 4 at 39:9-11; Ex. 5 at 4; Ex. 6.

B. Plaintiff’s Failure to Timely Respond to Defendant’s Properly Served Discovery.

Defendant properly served Plaintiff with its discovery requests on April 29, 2011.  See

Ex. 8.  Plaintiff’s responses were due to Defendant on May 30, 2011.  Id.  Plaintiff responded on

June 8, 2011, hand-delivering a copy to Defendant’s counsel at the Plaintiff’s deposition over a

week past the deadline for his responses.  See Ex. 10 (October 12, 2011 Email “Olaniyi v. DC, et

al.”).  Prior to the due date for Plaintiff’s responses to the United States’ Requests for

Admissions, Plaintiff did not request an extension of time to respond to the requests or notify

defendant that his answers would not be provided in a timely manner.  Id.  Instead, in an effort to
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justify the delay, Plaintiff, through counsel, later asserted that Plaintiff is indigent, resides out of

state, and that no prejudice to Defendant resulted from his delay in responding.  Id.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

Pursuant to Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, summary judgment is

appropriate when “the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file,

together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and

that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c);

Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 247 (1986); Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S.

317, 322 (1986); Tao v. Freeh, 27 F.3d 635, 638 (D.C. Cir. 1994).  In determining whether a

genuine issue of material fact exists, the trier of fact must view all facts, and reasonable

inferences drawn therefrom, in the light most favorable to the non-moving party.  See Matsushita

Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574, 587 (1986).  

The party seeking summary judgment must demonstrate the absence of a genuine issue of

material fact.  See Celotex, 477 U.S. at 248.  A genuine issue of material fact is one that “might

affect the outcome of the suit under the governing law.”  Anderson, 477 U.S. at 248.  Once the

moving party has met its burden, the non-moving party may not rest upon the mere allegations or

denials of his pleadings, but must instead establish more than “the mere existence of a scintilla of

evidence” in support of its position.  Id. at 252.  The Rule 56 standard compels summary

judgment if the non-moving party rests merely upon conclusory allegations, improbable

inferences and unsupported speculation.  Brown v. Brody, 199 F.3d 446, 458-59 (D.C. Cir. 1999)

(plaintiff’s own speculation and allegations do not overcome a defendant’s motion for summary

judgment).
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  USCP officers contend that even though they would have had reasonable cause to stop4

Plaintiff, Plaintiff’s vehicle was in fact already illegally parked when it came to Sgt. Gissubel’s
attention, whereas Plaintiff contends that USCP Officers stopped his vehicle in a traffic stop. 
For purposes of this motion only, Defendant will assume that Plaintiff’s vehicle was not at a
complete stop when Sgt. Gissubel first had contact with Plaintiff.

7

ARGUMENT

I. DEFENDANT IS ENTITLED TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON PLAINTIFF’S
CLAIMS OF FALSE ARREST AND FALSE IMPRISONMENT

A. USCP had Reasonable Suspicion to Stop Plaintiff’s Vehicle on January 20, 2004.

While some of the circumstances surrounding the incident on January 20, 2004 are

disputed, the record as a whole demonstrates that Defendant should be entitled to judgment as a

matter of law.  USCP officers would have had reasonable cause to stop Plaintiff’s vehicle,

because it was in violation of District of Columbia (“D.C”) Code requiring an unobscured

vehicle identification tag.   Accumulated snow and grime were visible on Plaintiff’s license4

plate.   Plaintiff, however, contends that he was falsely arrested when USCP “made an illegal

traffic stop on Olaniyi’s van without probable cause . . .”  Complt. (06-2165) ¶ 48.   

The FTCA waives sovereign immunity “under circumstances where the United States, if

a private person, would be liable to the claimant in accordance with the law of the place where

the act or omission occurred.” 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)(1).  In the District of Columbia, “the

gravamen of a complaint for false arrest or false imprisonment is an unlawful detention.” 

Enders v. District of Columbia, 4 A.3d 457 (D.C. 2010) citing Clarke v. District of Columbia,

311 A.2d 508, 511 (D.C. 1973); 32 AM. JUR. 2D False Imprisonment § 7 (2007) ("[t]he

essential elements of false imprisonment are: (1) the detention or restraint of one against his or

her will, and (2) the unlawfulness of the detention or restraint"). Therefore, "[i]n actions for false

arrest and false imprisonment, the central issue is 'whether the arresting officer was justified in
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ordering the arrest of the plaintiff . . . .'" (Sharon) Scott v. District of Columbia, 493 A.2d 319,

321 (D.C. 1985) (citation omitted); see also 32 AM. JUR. 2D, supra, § 24 ("the critical question

is whether the arrest was made in conformance to the rules governing the validity of an arrest"). 

In a traffic stop without an arrest, police officers can justify their actions if they can show that

they had reasonable suspicion to make the stop.  See Ornelas v. United States, 517 U.S. 690, 696

(1996). Therefore, we look to determine if the USCP would have had reasonable suspicion to

justify stopping Plaintiff on January 20, 2004, under the undisputed facts.  

While the Fourth Amendment “does not bar the police from stopping and questioning

motorists when they witness or suspect a violation of traffic laws, even if the offense is a minor

one,” United States v. Mitchell, 951 F.2d 1291, 1295 (D.C. Cir. 1991), the facts surrounding the

stop must “‘be judged against an objective standard: would the facts available to the officer at

the moment of the seizure or the search warrant a man of reasonable caution in the belief that the

action taken was appropriate?’” United States v. Hill, 131 F.3d 1056, 1059 (D.C. Cir.

1997)(quoting Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 21–22 (1968)) (internal quotation omitted).  “In other

words, reasonable suspicion to stop and search a motorist depends on ‘the events which occurred

leading up to the stop or search, and then the decision whether these historical facts, viewed

from the standpoint of an objectively reasonable police officer, amount to reasonable

suspicion.’” Id. (quoting Ornelas, 517 U.S. at 696); United States v. Wesley, 293 F.3d 541, 545

(D.C. Cir. 2002).  Indeed, the police may initiate a stop even if the traffic violation is a minor

one. See Pennsylvania v. Mimms, 434 U.S. 106, 109 (1977) (there was “no question about the

propriety” of a stop for an expired license plate). 

D.C Code requires that vehicles display proper identification or tags, and that such
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identification be clearly legible and free from all foreign materials. Moreover, failure to comply

with those provisions is a criminal violation with a penalty of a $500 fine.  The relevant sections

of D.C. Code state:

422.3 A vehicle owned by a non-resident and currently registered in
another jurisdiction shall display the proper identification tag or tags
issued for the vehicle in accordance with the requirements of the issuing
jurisdiction; provided, that the tags are displayed in accordance with §§
422.4, 422.5, 422.6, and 422.8. . . .

422.5 Identification tags shall be maintained free from foreign materials
and in a clearly legible condition . . .

422.8 No person shall operate a vehicle where the identification tag's
identifying numbers or letters are covered with glass, plastic, or any other
type of material or substance. 

422.9 A person operating a vehicle in violation of § 422.8 shall be subject
to a fine of five hundred dollars ($ 500).

18 DCMR § 422 (“Display of Identification Tags”). 

Here, Plaintiff drove a vehicle hundreds of miles through snow and road grime to visit

Washington, D.C.  See generally Ex. 7.    Plaintiff admits that the same material that covered his

van also covered his license plate. See Ex. 1 at 88:1-8.  Additionally, multiple USCP officers

present at the scene of the incident recall that Plaintiff’s license plate was dirty.  See Ex. 3 at

63:15-22; Ex. 4 at 24:1-11, 28:3-13.  Importantly, following his vehicle’s stop, Plaintiff can be

observed, in the video taken by his wife, wiping the dirt from his license plate.  See Ex.7; see

also Ex. 1 at 88:5-6; Ex. 2 at 88:7-12.  In light of these facts, it is objectively reasonable for the

officers involved to have believed that Plaintiff’s license plate was at least partially obscured, in

violation of District of Columbia law.  USCP officers would have had a legitimate basis to stop

Plaintiff’s vehicle. Plaintiff, therefore, was not wrongfully detained.  Accordingly, his claims for
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false arrest and false imprisonment fails and should be dismissed as a matter of law.

B. Sgt. Gissubel Reasonably Believed that Plaintiff Violated D.C. Law.

Regardless of Plaintiff’s contention that his license plate was not totally obscured, Sgt.

Gissubel reasonably believed that Plaintiff’s license plate was obscured to some degree and

therefore would have been warranted in making a traffic stop.  A finding of reasonable suspicion

does not demand “a meticulously accurate appraisal” of the facts. United States v. Coplin, 463

F.3d 96, 101 (1st Cir.2006).  Indeed, “[s]tops premised on mistakes of fact ... generally have

been held constitutional so long as the mistake is objectively reasonable.” Id. (although

defendant's driver's license valid, traffic stop objectively reasonable because police cruiser

computer indicated license suspended); see also United States v. Miguel, 368 F.3d 1150,

1153–54 (9th Cir.2004) (although vehicle properly registered, traffic stop objectively reasonable

because police cruiser computer indicated registration expired).  In Hill, for example, the police

stopped the vehicle in which the defendant was a passenger because they believed its temporary

D.C. tags lacked a Vehicle Identification Number (VIN). 131 F.3d at 1058.  Here, even if the

license plate was not totally obscured, Sgt. Gissubel reasonably conducted what Plaintiff has

characterized as a “traffic stop,” based on her belief that the license plate was not clearly visible. 

II. DEFENDANT IS ENTITLED TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON PLAINTIFF’S
CLAIMS OF INTENTIONLA INFLICITON OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

On January 20, 2004, the date at issue for this complaint, USCP conducted a routine

search of a vehicle on a high-alert day in an objectively reasonable manner, given the

circumstances.  Plaintiff, however, asserts that the stop of his vehicle and warrantless canine

search of the vehicle was an intentional infliction of emotional distress on the part of USCP. 

Complt. (06-2165) ¶¶ 57-58.  
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In the District of Columbia, a claim for intentional infliction of emotional

distress requires the plaintiff to show "(1) extreme and outrageous conduct on the part of the

defendant which (2) either intentionally or recklessly (3) causes the plaintiff severe emotional

distress." Kassem v. Wash. Hosp. Center, 513 F.3d 251, 255 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (quoting Larijani

v. Georgetown Univ., 791 A.2d 41, 44 (D.C. 2002)).  “Indeed, the conduct alleged must be so

outrageous in character, and so extreme in degree, as to go beyond all possible bounds of

decency, and to be regarded as atrocious, and utterly intolerable in a civilized community.’”

Black v. District of Columbia, 480 F.Supp.2d 136 (D.D.C. 2007) quoting Homan v. Goyal, 711

A.2d 812, 818 (D.C. Cir. 998).  Here, Plaintiff must demonstrate that the search of his vehicle

was unreasonable to the point of being “outrageous.”  Id.

Plaintiff contends that the search of his vehicle by canine officers amounted to

outrageous conduct.  Plaintiff’s claim for intentional infliction of emotional distress is based

almost entirely on his claim for false arrest.  As described above, however, USCP would have

had reasonable suspicion to make a stop of Plaintiff’s van, and therefore the ensuing search was

reasonable.  See e.g. Hunter v. District of Columbia, 2011 U.S. Dist. Lexis 131451 (D.D.C. Nov.

15, 2011) (Plaintiff’s intentional infliction of emotional distress claim failed due to failure of

false arrest claim).  

Regardless, the USCP search was reasonable and justified based on circumstances alone.

Because of the location of the vehicle, the heightened security for the State of the Union

Address, and her inability to see inside the vehicle, Sgt. Gissubel requested a canine officer

sweep for explosives.  See Ex. 4 at 81:17-20.  The sole purpose of the canine search was to

determine if explosives were present.  See Ex. 4 at 81-82.  Moreover, the search by the canine
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officer was conducted in a reasonable manner.  After conducting a minimal search with no

results, the canine officer left the scene.  Id.; see also Ex. 1 at 66:23-25.  Notably, the canine

officer does not appear on Plaintiff’s video, and a comparison of the video to the USCP radio run

reveals that the canine officer was called, dispatched, searched the vehicle, and left the scene

within eight minutes.  Compare Ex. 6 and Ex. 7.  It is difficult to envision “outrageous” conduct

on the part of a canine officer occurring in the course of a mere six minute search (liberally

construing the officer’s time on the scene), especially considering Plaintiff’s concession that the

dog did not growl at or bite any member of Plaintiff’s family and the children were not heard

crying or screaming in any way during the canine sweep of the van.  See Ex. 1 at 68:15-25; Ex. 2

at 50:6-16.

It is also noteworthy that, during the course of the incident at issue, no USCP officer

threatened Plaintiff, physically restrained him, raised a voice towards him or his family, nor

brandished a weapon.  See Ex. 1 at 87:18-20; Ex. 2 at 44:7-10, 46:2-8, 53:11-17.  An officer is

well within his or her rights to ask questions following a proper Terry stop.  See  Hibel v. Sixth

Judicial District Court of Nevada, 542 U.S. 177, 185-87 (2004).  Altogether, the incident

appears to be routine and appropriately conducted.  See Ex.6; Ex. 7.  Plaintiff’s own video

depicts the reasonableness of the interaction between USCP and Plaintiff.  See Ex. 7.

Thus, based on the undisputed nature of the events, Plaintiff has failed to allege any other

"extreme and outrageous" conduct on the part of USCP officers sufficient to form the basis for

the emotional distress claim.

III. DEFENDANT’S REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS SHOULD BE DEEMED
ADMITTED

In the alternative, Defendant requests that the Court deem Defendant’s Requests for
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Admissions to the Plaintiff admitted pursuant to FED. R. CIV. P. Rule 36(a)(3).  See Ex. 8. 

Specifically, Rule 36(a)(3) states that “a matter is admitted, unless, within 30 days after being

served, the party to whom the request is directed serves on the requesting party a written answer

or objection . . .”  Here, Defendant properly served Plaintiff by hand-delivering copies of the

requests on April 29, 2011.  See Ex. 8.  Plaintiff, however, responded over a week past the

deadline, on June 8, 2011.  See Ex. 9; Ex. 10.  Prior to the date that responses to the requests for

admissions were due, Plaintiff did not request an extension of time to reply to the requests or

notify defendant that his answers would not be provided in a timely manner.  Id.  Instead, to

justify the delay, Plaintiff belatedly asserted that he is indigent, resides out of state, and no

prejudice to Defendant resulted from his late responses.  Id.  

Deeming Defendant’s requests for admissions admitted would enter into the record, inter

alia, that Plaintiff voluntarily stopped his vehicle, USCP did not detain Plaintiff, and Plaintiff

consented to a search of his vehicle.  See Ex. 8.   Doing so would independently obviate the need

for a trial in this matter.  Given the video recording of the event, which depicts an objectively

reasonable interaction between Plaintiff and USCP officers, deeming the admissions admitted

would represent the best use of judicial resources in this matter and would be consistent with the

requirements of FED. R. CIV. P. Rule 6(b)(1)(B) (“When an act may or must be done within a

specified time, the court may, for good cause shown, extend the time . . . on motion made after

the time has expired if the party failed to act because of excusable neglect.”).  See  Smith v.

District of Columbia, 430 F.3d 450, 456-457 and n.5 (D.C. Cir. 2005) (Post-deadline extensions

may be granted only “for cause shown” and “upon motion.” ) (citing  Lujan v. National Wildlife

Federation, 497 U.S. 871, 896 and n.5 (1990)(stating that “any post deadline extension must be
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  Given the history of counsel for Plaintiff continuously fulfilling their professional obligations5

in the litigation in a timely manner, and Plaintiff’s insistence that the Court Order his attendance
at his own deposition (see June 3, 2011 Consent Motion For Issuance Of Judicial Order
Compelling Plaintiff’s Attendance At Deposition at 1-2), Defendant believes that the fault for
Plaintiff’s tardiness lies with Plaintiff and not his counsel.

14

‘upon motion made’”)).  Plaintiff has offered no specific excuse for his failure to respond

timely.   Thus, the Court should treat the requests for admissions as admitted.5

CONCLUSION

The United States has demonstrated that there are sufficient undisputed facts to show that

USCP would have had an objectively reasonable and lawful basis for stopping Plaintiff’s

vehicle.  Moreover, Defendant has shown based on the undisputed facts that a Terry stop would

have been justified and conducted in reasonable manner.  Plaintiff lacks evidence that would

establish the existence of any material fact in dispute or that would negate the reasonableness of

the USCP’s actions.  Accordingly, Defendant is entitled to summary judgment as a matter of

law.   Thus, Defendant respectfully requests that the Court grant its motion for summary

judgment.  

Date:  January 24, 2012 Respectfully submitted,

RONALD C. MACHEN JR., DC Bar #447889
United States Attorney
for the District of Columbia

RUDOLPH CONTRERAS, DC Bar #434122
Chief, Civil Division

 By:                                                                 /s/
JOSH C. HILDRETH
Special Assistant United States Attorney
W. MARK NEBEKER, DC Bar #396739     
Assistant United States Attorney
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

DAVID OLABAYO OLANIYI,  )
 )

Plaintiff,  )
 )        

v.  )  Civil Action Nos. 05-455 RBW 
 )           06-2165 RBW

  )
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, et al.,  )  

 )
 )

               Defendants.     )
                              )

DEFENDANT’S STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS

Pursuant to Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and Local Rule 7(h),

Defendant United States of America, respectfully submits the following statement of material

facts as to which there is no genuine dispute:

1.  During the relevant time period, Plaintiff was a resident of Iowa, who traveled first to

Michigan, and then to the District of Columbia on or around January 20, 2004.  See Ex. 2 (Reena

Patel Olaniyi Deposition) at 13-14.

2.  Plaintiff travelled with his family, including his wife (Reena Patel Olaniyi) and two

children, in a white GMC Savannah van.  See Ex. 2 at 30:18-20; see generally Ex. 7 (Olaniyi

Videotape).

3.  During the course of the cross country trip, Plaintiff’s van accumulated dirt and grime

from driving through the snow.  See generally Ex. 7.  The van could fairly be characterized as

dirty.  See Ex. 1 (David Olabayo Olaniyi Deposition) at 88:20-23; Ex. 3 at 63:15-22.

4. Additionally, the license plate attached to Plaintiff’s van accumulated dirt and grime as

well, partially obscuring the plate.  See Ex. 1 at 88-89; Ex. 2 at 93:13-19; Ex. 3 at 63:15-22.    
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1

 Officer Gissubel believes that Plaintiff’s vehicle was already stopped, parked in an illegal
parking spot in front of Capitol Police headquarters.  As this fact is disputed (barring acceptance
of the admissions), Defendant does not believe that the Court needs to consider when the actual
stop began, but instead to evaluate whether Capitol Police would have had a legitimate reason to
stop a vehicle in similar circumstances.

- 2 -

5.  The condition of the van rendered outside observers unable to view the inside clearly. 

See Ex. 4 (Baboulis Deposition) at 26:12-22.  Besides the dirt covering the windows, the

windows themselves were tinted a dark shade.  See Ex. 1 at 71:18-22; see generally Ex. 7.

6.  January 20, 2004, the date of Plaintiff’s visit to D.C., coincided with President Bush’s

State of the Union Address.  See Ex. 3 (DePalma Deposition) at 59:4-18, 105:10-11; Ex. 4 at

24:1-11.  Because the President was scheduled to deliver his State of the Union Address, the

United States Capitol Police (USCP) were on high alert and fully staffed.  See Ex. 3 at 59:4-18,

105:13-19.

7.  On January 20, 2004, Plaintiff’s van stopped in front of USCP headquarters.  See Ex.

2 at 104:3-14, Ex. 4 at 24:1-11.  

8.  USCP headquarters is located directly adjacent to the United States Capitol, where the

President planned to deliver his State of the Union Address.  See Ex. 4 at 23-24:1-11.

9.  Sergeant Jessica Gissubel, who has since then changed her name to Jessica Baboulis.

(Ex. 4 at 6:4-6), was the first USCP officer to approach the vehicle.  See Ex. 2 at 31:4-12; Ex. 3

at 58:16-22.   At that time, Sgt. Gissubel served as the USCP public information officer.  Ex. 3 at1

58:16-22, 128:16-22.  As the public information officer, she was not a patrol officer, and did not

routinely conduct traffic stops or arrests.  See Ex. 3 at 128:16-22; Ex. 4 at 29:3-7.

10.  At approximately 2:21 P.M., Sgt. Gissubel broadcast over USCP radio bandwidth

“hold me out[, t]here’s a van at GMC in front of headquarters.”  Ex. 4 at 76:10-11 quoting Ex. 6

(1/20/04 USCP Radio Communications;Track 1, 1:32-2:06).  The phrase “hold me out” advised
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the police dispatcher that Sgt. Gissubel was about to approach a civilian.  Ex. 4 at 76:14-19.  Sgt.

Gissubel specifically recalls not being able to read the license plate on Plaintiff’s van when she

initially saw it.  See Ex. 4 at 24:1-11, 28:3-13.

11.  Shortly thereafter, Sgt. Gissubel radioed headquarters and requested a canine unit

and the hazardous device unit “to check out this vehicle.”  Ex. 4 at 81:17-20 quoting Ex. 6.

12.  When Sgt. Gissubel approached the vehicle, Plaintiff asked after Detective Joseph

DePalma.  See Ex 1 at 65: 12-25, Ex. 4 at 30:2-7.  Because of the Plaintiff’s request, Sgt.

Gissubel called Det. DePalma, advising him of the vehicle in front of USCP headquarters and

requested his presence on the scene.  See Ex. 3 at 58:4-11, 59:4-18; Ex. 4 at 109:16-22.

13.  At the time Det. DePalma arrived on scene, the canine unit was there ready to

perform a sweep of the van for explosives.  See Ex. 3 at 62:5 - 63:22.  Det. DePalma arrived on

the scene shortly thereafter.  See Ex. 3 at 62:2-20.   He spoke to Plaintiff and requested that

Plaintiff exit the vehicle.  Id.  Plaintiff obliged and began to converse with Det. DePalma.  Id.  

14.  Although some of the details of the canine search are disputed, it is not disputed that

a canine unit searched the vehicle. See Ex. 1 at 66:23-25.  Plaintiff concedes that no Police dog

growled at or bit any member of Plaintiff’s family, and the children were not heard crying or

screaming in any way during the canine sweep of the van, which lasted no more than 5 minutes. 

See Ex. 1 at 68:4-69:6; Ex. 2 at 48:15-51:13.  Moreover, it is not disputed that the dog’s search

did not damage Plaintiff’s vehicle in any matter.  See Ex. 1 at 71:3-4.

15.  Following the canine search of the vehicle, Ms. Patel, Plaintiff’s wife, began

recording a video of the events that transpired in front of USCP headquarters.  See Ex. 2 at

16:11-19; see also Ex. 1 at 18-19.

16.  On the video recording, Det. DePalma audibly tells Plaintiff that his license plate
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was dirty, obscuring an officer’s ability to read it.  Ex. 7; see Ex. 1 at 88:5-6; Ex. 2 at 88:7-12. 

Det. DePalma then advised Plaintiff that he was likely to be pulled over again if his vehicle

remained in the same condition.  See Ex. 7.   

17.  As a result of the advice given by the USCP, Plaintiff cleaned the partially obscured

license plate with a rag while Det. DePalma observed.  See Ex. 7; see also Ex. 1 at 88:1-8; Ex. 2

at 93:2-5. This is recorded in the video recording by the Plaintiff’s wife who audibly describes

on that video Plaintiff’s actions as cleaning the license plate.  Ex. 7; see Ex. 1 at 98-99.

18.  In the video, Plaintiff admits that he intentionally “brought my son to see the man

who tried to make me lose my children,” referring to Det. DePalma and his involvement in

Plaintiff’s arrest in 2003 for false bomb threats in the U.S. Capitol.  Ex. 7; see Ex. 1 at 99:20-23. 

19.  Following completion of a routine background check for outstanding warrants,

USCP returned Plaintiff’s driver’s license to Plaintiff and sent him on his way. See Ex. 4 at 10-

18.  The Capitol Police did not issue Plaintiff a citation for the incident, nor did they seize any of

Plaintiff’s property.  See Ex. 2 at 60:2-7; Ex. 4 at 38:10-18.

20.  During the course of the events at issue, no USCP officer threatened Plaintiff; nor

did any of them raise their voice at Plaintiff or his family.  See Ex. 1 at 87:18-20; Ex. 2 at 44:7-

10.  No police officer brandished or raised a weapon towards plaintiff or his family on the day of

the incident at issue.  See Ex. 2 at 46:2-8.

21.  Moreover, at no point on January 20, 2004, did any USCP officer physically restrain

Plaintiff or his family during the incident.  See Ex. 2 at 53:11-17.

22.  On January 20, 2004, Sgt. Gissubel (Unit 15) learned from the radio dispatcher at

approximately 2:34 p.m. (1434 hours in military time) that Plaintiff had a valid license and no

current warrants; as Plaintiff was leaving the scene of the incident, Sgt. Gissubel issued Plaintiff
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a verbal warning that he was parked illegally.  Ex. 7; see also Ex. 4 at 38:10-18; Ex. 1 at 99:3-7;

Ex. 6 (Track 16; Track 21).

23.  Plaintiff left the scene at 2:37 p.m. See Ex. 1 at 101:3-20.  Plaintiff’s video confirms

the time recorded in the USCP radio run.  Compare Ex. 6 (Track 1, 1:32-2:06; Track 21) and Ex.

7.  The total duration of the incident was approximately 18 minutes.  See Ex. 4 at 39:9-11; Ex. 5

at 4; Ex. 6 (Track 1; Track 16; Track21); Ex. 7.

24.  On April 29, 2011, the United States served by hand-delivery the United States’

Request For Admissions To Plaintiff, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit 8.  See Ex. 8.

25.  Plaintiff, however, first responded to the Requests For Admissions over a week past

the deadline for a response (i.e., on June 8, 2011).  See Ex. 8; Ex. 9.  

26.  Prior to the date that responses to the requests for admissions were due, Plaintiff did

not request an extension of time to reply to the requests or notify defendant that his answers

would not be provided in a timely manner.  See id.  

27.  Although Plaintiff argues that the United States was tardy with its responses to

discovery (see Ex. 9), the United States was not responding to requests for admissions and had

secured the consent of Plaintiff’s counsel when additional time was needed.  See Ex. 11 (e-mail

communications between counsel). 

28.  Among the requests for admission that Plaintiff failed to respond to within 30 days

after service were the following (See Ex. 8; Ex. 9):  

  3. Admit that on January 20,2004, you voluntarily pulled your
vehicle to the side of the road in front of the headquarters of the
United States Capitol Police.

  4. Admit that on January 20, 2004, no United States Capitol
Police officer directed you to stop your vehicle.
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  5. Admit that on January 20,2004, you stopped your vehicle in a
no parking zone.

* * *
  12. Admit that the United States Capitol Police did not arrest you
on January 20, 2004.

  13. Admit that the United States Capitol Police did not detain you
on January 20, 2004.

  14. Admit that on January 20, 2004, you requested to speak to
Detective Joseph DePalma.

  15. Admit that on January 20, 2004, Detective Joseph DePalma
arrived at the scene of the incident only after you requested his
presence.

  16. Admit that on January 20,2004, you voluntarily responded to
Detective DePalma's questions.

  17. Admit that on January 20,2004, Detective DePalma did not
force you to respond to his questions.

  18. Admit that on January 20, 2004, you consented to have your
vehicle searched by a canine officer.

  19. Admit that on January 20, 2004, the United States Capitol
Police did not force, coerce, or threaten you into consenting to a
search of your vehicle or person.

  20. Admit that on January 20,2004, when the canine officer
searched your vehicle, there were no persons inside the vehicle.

* * *
  23.  Admit that on January 20, 2004, you were free to depart the
scene of the incident at any time.

29.  On January 20, 2004, Officer Thomas Pishok, who conducted the canine sweep of

Plaintiff’s van, completed the procedure in a few minutes and departed, because it was the day of

the State of the Union Address and the canine officers were extremely busy, given the large 
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number of vehicles they were called upon  to sweep.  Ex. 12 (Deposition of Thomas Pishock) at

25-29, 59-60.

Date:  January 24, 2012 Respectfully submitted,

RONALD C. MACHEN JR., DC Bar #447889
United States Attorney
for the District of Columbia

RUDOLPH CONTRERAS, DC Bar #434122
Chief, Civil Division

By:                                                                /s/
JOSH C. HILDRETH
Special Assistant United States Attorney
W. MARK NEBEKER, DC Bar #396739     
Assistant United States Attorney
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that service of the foregoing United States’ Motion for Summary

Judgment, Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support thereof, Statement of Material

Facts, and Defendant’s Exhibits 1 - 5 and 8 - 11  has been made via ECF; and service of

Defendant’s Exhibits 6 - 7 has been made via first class mail, to:

A. Joseph Jay III
Ryan C. Craig 
David F. Williams
CADWALADER, WICKERSHAM & TAFT LLP
700 Sixth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

and

Wayne C. Beyer
Assistant Attorney General
441 4  Street, N.W., 6  Floor-Southth th

Washington, D.C.  20001

on this 24  day of January , 2012.th

   By:                                                                   /s/
JOSH C. HILDRETH
Special Assistant United States Attorney
W. MARK NEBEKER, DC Bar #396739     
Assistant United States Attorney
555 4  Street, N.W.th

Washington, D.C.  20530
(202) 514-7230
mark.nebeker@usdoj.gov
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